MAYDAY CHECKLIST

1. Confirm MAYDAY (ID Problem)

2. Fireground Announcement
   Command to all units on the fireground, a MAYDAY has been declared. Stop all routine radio traffic & continue operations. The following units are assigned to the MAYDAY Branch: ______________________Prepare for accountability check

3. LOCATION of MAYDAY
   ___________________________________________________

4. UNIT with the MAYDAY
   ___________________________________________________

5. NAME of Member(s)
   ___________________________________________________

6. AIR status of Member(s)
   ___________________________________________________

7. RESOURCES needed for rescue
   ___________________________________________________

8. Deploy RIT

9. Notify Communications
   Command to Communications, a MAYDAY has been declared at ______________________ REPEAT LUNAR INFO
   Start the RIT Task Force & Stage them at:
   ___________________________________________________
   Start an additional alarm & stage them at:
   ___________________________________________________

10. Request any additional resources

11. Continue Fire Attack

12. Start an Accountability Check of units in IDLH